
 

UP and ATOM: The Debate! 
Amity Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, Amity University Uttar Pradesh. 

UP and ATOM 

Wakeup call! 

 
Topic for debate: Exploration for most efficient and viable alternate fuel for energy 

sustenance for developing and underdeveloped countries.   

 

Hosted By: Amity Institute of Nuclear Science & Technology, Amity University Uttar Pradesh, 

Noida Campus 

 

Details of the competition: Up and Atom is a debate amongst young minds who are sensitized 

about the scarcity aspects of power (energy). Among the growing carbon emissions, the need 

to look out for alternatives and how viable are the clean and green alternatives. It is a 

deliberation and discussions to arrive at consensus of the available energy options. Come with 

all your thoughts ideas and data, convince the masses about your point of view. Get a chance 

to interact with faculty who have a rich experience of handling nuclear material and facilities. 

Explore the benefits of nuclear energy. See for yourself the Defense in depth aspect of this 

technology.  

 

Technology requirements: The event will be hosted on MS team platform. A pre-event briefing 

will be held on MS teams. The link for joining is as follows 

(https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ac18e1165aae543c5a78b9993a4efb757%40thread.t

acv2/conversations?groupId=7d035f3d-0813-4572-b6f1-efe9a19c386c&tenantId=8d46a076-

d093-416d-a57b-8692cde13bf8) 

 

Eligibility criteria:  

1. Only students enrolled full time in a college or University can take part in the events. 

Students will have to submit a copy of their ID Cards as a proof at the time of 

registration.  

2. Only individual entries are allowed.  

3. Kindly keep your mail ID accessible for further communications and smooth joining 

for the event.  

4. Registration is open for college students (UG and PG).  

5. Preferably science stream (energy studies) students should register for the same.  

 

Submission deadline: 

Abstract about your point of view on selected fuel: its benefits/shortcomings, restricting to 300 

words must be submitted before 4th March 2020 to the coordinators. Shortlisted candidates will 

be intimated by mail.  

 

The participants MUST include the following topics in their debate: 

1. History of sustainable/green fuel. 

2. Why do they support a particular fuel? 

3. What are the technical specifications, challenges or benefits associated with their fuel? 

4. What are the economic problems and environmental challenges that are associated with 

their fuel?  

5. Are there any socio-political conflicts with the use of their fuel of choice? 

6. Why is their fuel superior to other alternate fuels and fossil fuels? 

 

 

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ac18e1165aae543c5a78b9993a4efb757%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=7d035f3d-0813-4572-b6f1-efe9a19c386c&tenantId=8d46a076-d093-416d-a57b-8692cde13bf8
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ac18e1165aae543c5a78b9993a4efb757%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=7d035f3d-0813-4572-b6f1-efe9a19c386c&tenantId=8d46a076-d093-416d-a57b-8692cde13bf8
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/team/19%3ac18e1165aae543c5a78b9993a4efb757%40thread.tacv2/conversations?groupId=7d035f3d-0813-4572-b6f1-efe9a19c386c&tenantId=8d46a076-d093-416d-a57b-8692cde13bf8
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Judgement criteria:   

Judges will evaluate the students on the following aspects out of 40 marks each: 

1. Relevance of the topic (introduction and submission) :(10marks) 

2. Use of facts and figures. (5marks) 

3. Ability to defend the stand (taking counter arguments) (5marks) 

4. Performance (maintains decorum) (10Marks) 

5. Questions of judges (10) 

The decision of the judges will be treated as final.  

 

How to register:  

1. Interested candidates kindly register at https://amity.edu/spg/ayf/ before 4th March 

2021.  

2. Pre event briefing will be held on MS teams (link provided above) on 5th /6th March 

2021, 3.30pm onward. (anyone can be joined for acclimatization to the process and 

portal) 

May I help: 

The details of faculty and student coordinators are as follows, please feel free to discuss any 

queries you might have.  

Designation  Name  Mail ID  Phone Number  

Faculty  Ms. Archana Yadav ayadav3@amity.edu 9540018081 

Student Ch. Ikshitha  chalamalla.ikshitha@s.amity.edu 8143726488 

Student  Shreesh Sahai shreesh.sahai@s.amity.edu 9818805089 

Student  Reetta Sara George  reetta.george@s.amity.edu 7034273611 

 

Advantage Up and Atom: this debate will put forth aspects pertaining to different sources of 

energy available and their advantages and disadvantages. we shall be happy to provide all 

details pertaining to the clean green features of nuclear technology. You be judges by experts 

who have served the Department of Atomic Energy during their lifetime.  

 

Awards and rewards: 

1. All participants (regardless of the results) will receive participation certificates to honour 

their efforts.  

2. The overall best student from each country will get appreciation certificate for being the 

best student from their respective country.  

3. The overall best speaker from each state will be awarded appreciation certificate.  

4. Best performers will get certificates for their positions (1st, 2nd, 3rd)  

 

Details of the event:  

 

1. Everyone will have to adopt different stands, and support or be against certain fuels 

used these days or are strong contenders for future.  

2. Students will be shortlisted on basis of short abstract to coordinators before 4th March 

2021. 

3. Students will be divided into teams consisting of members in favour and members 

against on fuel type.  

4. Each team will be sent into a virtual breakout room with a student from AINST for 30 

minutes [5(each participant) + 10(discussions)] 

5. The student from AINST (hereby referred to as ‘The Moderators’) will act as the 

moderator for the breakout room event. 

https://amity.edu/spg/ayf/
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6. Each team will start with participants expressing their views on the use of a particular 

fuel for 5 minutes or less and will maintain a record of their individual ideas. 

7. 10 minutes will be given for debunking. 

8. The moderator will direct the discussion with a set of predefined questions. 

9. The Judges can monitor each of the teams by moving through the breakout rooms.  

10. At the end of these 25 minutes, all the teams will join the main room, and share their 

stance in 10 minutes.  

11. In the end, the student will be judged on their performance.  

 

 

 


